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□1  Messages From The Head Teacher 

Happy new year. Reiwa 5 has started. Did you set your goals for this year on New Year's Day? We wish you 

a healthy and fulfilling year. 

The Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT) was held on Sunday, December 4th. At our school, the 

number of N2 examinees is the largest, but over the past few years, our N2 certification rate has maintained over 

70%. We would like to wait while expecting the results to come out in late January. 

Also, the results of November's Examination for Japanese University Admission for International Students 

(EJU) were announced on Friday, December 23rd. Looking at the results summary of the test organization, the 

average score of all examinees (245.7 points) was about 5 points lower than the second test in 2021 and the first 

test this year, so we think many students found it difficult. For students who are going on to higher education, this 

score will affect their choice of school. Please continue to practice and prepare for the entrance exam. 

Then, on December 16th (Friday), the school's December test (written test) was held, and before that, the 

conversation test was held. For the new students in October, it was their first big exam at our school, and they 

must have been nervous, especially in the conversation test. We would like you to feel the growth in the ability to 

use the expressions you have learned in the conversation test every three months. 

There are only two months left of classes for the graduate class students. There are some students who have 

already decided on their course after graduation, but we would like each of you to work toward your goals and 

build up what you can do now. We hope you can enjoy making memories with your classmates. 

Winter is finally here. It seems that this year will be colder than usual, and the dryness is also intense. So 

please take care of your physical condition, pay more attention to preventing viral infections, and try to live a regular 

life. 

 

□２  Messages from the Career Counseling Room 

New year has come, and this year's Japanese language school classes are about two months away from 

graduation, and the time is coming to an end. 

  The impact of the new coronavirus has gradually diminished in our daily lives. But due to close contact with 

infected people, there are still some students who are not allowed to go to school and who must take online class. 

Although the number of universities and vocational schools that conduct examinations that are different from usual, 

such as oral examinations, is decreasing from the previous year, they still exist. Based on last year's experience, 

the Career Counseling room is fully equipped to handle exam preparation for COVID-19 in addition to regular exam 

preparation. 

By the way, the career guidance room is mainly for entrance examination consultation, but the target is 

changing from "students who want to consult about future entrance exams" to "students who ask questions about 

the procedures for passing the school" and "students who aim to go on to higher education in April 2024". However, 

there are some students who are working hard towards their goals until the very end. As of January 15, 2023, there 

are still about 65 private universities in the suburbs of Tokyo where you can still take entrance exams. We will 

continue to provide career guidance responsibly until the last one is satisfied with their course. 

Every day, little by little, we’re getting happy news about passing the exam. Congratulations to all the parents 

of the children who passed. We hope that we will continue to receive good news. 

 
List of Accepted Schools (as of 2022/12) 

《Graduate School》 
Bunka Fashion Graduate University Fashion Creation Major 

《University》 

Tokyo International University: Faculty of Commerce, Sanno University: Faculty of Management, Takushoku 
University: Faculty of Foreign Languages, Tokyo City University: Faculty of Science and Engineering, Toyo 
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University: Faculty of Science and Engineering, Nihon University: Faculty of Science and Engineering, Bunka 
Gakuen University: Faculty of Art and Design 

《Vocational School》 

Chuo Art School, Tsuji Culinary Institute, Tokyo IT Programming & Accounting College, Tokyo Announce Gakuin 
Performing Arts College, Tokyo Confectionery School, Tokyo Designer Gakuin College, Nihon Kogakuin College, 
Japan Electronics College, Hollywood Beauty College, Culture and Foreign Language Specialization School, 
Waseda International Business College 

 

□3 ～～～From October to December / Campus Life for Three-month Period～～～ 

 October 11th Learning Support Scholarship Award Ceremony 

 
The Learning Support Scholarship award ceremony was held on October 11th. 

It gives for students with excellent grades, attendance rate, etc. who are studying hard without receiving 

financial support from their parents, our school will give 20,000 yen per month for 5 months, for a total of 100,000 

yen. 

 

Congratulations to LEE DONGKYU (Korea), IMAYUKI NAO (Japan), NGUYEN MINH TAM (Vietnam), LIN 

JHAN HONG (Taiwan), and all the recipients. 

Study hard and make your dreams come true. 

 

  

 

  December 10th 『 LSH Asia Shogakukai Scholarship 』 Ceremony  

 

On October 12th (Wednesday), the LSH Asia Scholarship Foundation Scholarship Award Ceremony was held 

in Tokyo, and Mr. LEUNG HIU CHING (Hong Kong) from our school attended and received the scholarship. 

Congratulations to LEUNG HIU CHING! 

Please do your best to study Japanese. 

 

* The LSH Asia Scholarship Foundation, a specified non-profit organization, has long honored the courageous 

deeds of the late Lee Soo Hyun, and at the same time aims to become a bridge between his home country and 

Japan. The purpose is to financially support language students from Asian countries studying in Japan. 
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  October 25th 『 Yukata Club demonstration 』  

 

Although it was autumn, we held a demonstration of the Yukata Club, which was not possible for the past two 

years due to the corona disaster. 

We asked one male and one female model from the participants, and asked them to put on the kimono while 

explaining the procedure from the instructors. On the way, there was also a quiz to guess the "ohashori" and "tabi" 

that I explained at the beginning, and it was exciting. 
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  October 25th 『 Calligraphy Club demonstration 』  

 

We held a Calligraphy Club demonstration for the first time in three years. 

There were many participants from countries that do not use kanji, and everyone was writing seriously based 

on the model. 

   

 

  November 4th 『 Shinjuku Hanazono Shrine  Tori no Ichi 』  

 
For the first time in three years, we went to Shinjuku Hanazono Shrine's "Tori no Ichi". 

A traditional event to pray for prosperous business, about 950 lanterns are lined up in the precincts, and rake 

dealers sell lucky rakes. There are a variety of rakes with classic lucky charms such as oval gold coins and rice 

bales attached, and rakes with the next year's zodiac rabbit attached. We carefully looked around to see which 

one was good, purchased the one I chose, and had the store clerk tighten my hands. 

There are many food stalls other than rake dealers, and I was fascinated by the delicious food. Kishi-yaki 

dumplings, salt-grilled sweetfish, steak skewers, grilled squid, candy apples, takoyaki, fried chicken, chocolate 

bananas, and everyone's appetite is also strong. 

They ate a lot and everyone was very satisfied. May the carefully selected rake bring you good luck☆彡 
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  November 5th 『 Tokyo International University's school festival ~International Festival~ with 

Kawagoe short trip』  

 

We went to Tokyo International University's school festival ~International Festival~ which was held for the first 

time in 3 years with applicants. There are many stalls with a rich international flavor that introduce the tastes of the 

home countries of the international students of Tokyo International University. As soon as the students arrived on 

campus, they all rushed to the food stalls in search of nostalgic food from their own countries. On the garden 

stage in the center, Hiroshi Kitadani, a special guest, appeared on the central garden stage and played a ONE 

PIECE song, followed by a cheerleading performance to the song. 

After the performance, we took a commemorative photo with the cheerleading club members. 📸 

After that, we moved from Kasumigaseki, where Tokyo International University (TIU) is located, to Kawagoe, 

one station away on the Tobu Tojo Line, and toured the traditional kurazukuri townscape called Koedo. At Kashiya 

Yokocho, you can see nostalgic snack and candy crafts, and at Hikawa Shrine, which is said to bring good luck in 

matchmaking, marriage, and good relationships, you can catch a sea bream fortune using a special fishing rod. 

We enjoyed walking around the city while buying and eating sweets, and at the end we came back to hear the 

famous time bell. It was a full day at the university, where we enjoyed the multinational school festival, and in 

Kawagoe, we enjoyed the old Japanese townscape and tastes. 
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  November 15th 『 Asakusa in kimono 』  

 
We planned an event to go out in kimono, and went to Asakusa with those 

who wanted to be dressed by the instructor of the kimono club. It looks like 

everyone was looking forward to preparing hair ornaments according to the kimono 

they chose in advance. 

It was the first time for us to wear kimono, tabi and zori, but everyone walked 

very well and we took a lot of pictures in front of Kaminarimon and Sensoji Temple. 

We enjoyed sightseeing while eating the famous large melon bread and strawberry 

sweets on Nakamise Street. 

 

 

  November 19th 『 Chuo-ku International Exchange Gathering and Tsukiji tour 』  

 
We attended the "Chuo-ku International Exchange Gathering" held for the first time in three years. 

There was a plan where you could experience many things such as drums, bon dance, kimono, ikebana, tea 

ceremony, origami, nagauta shamisen, and so on. 

In the mizuhiki work, the students actually made it after watching the polite lectures of the instructors. The 

students were fascinated by the fact that it was very attractive to be able to make various things depending on the 

arrangement. 

At the Japanese cooking corner, we had kenchin soup. 
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On this day, a walking tour was planned to have breakfast at Tsukiji, which is right next to the venue, according 

to the start time of the event. Although Tsukiji was only open to the public, the narrow streets were bustling with 

activity as usual. While looking at the delicious seafood, I looked around every corner, and after careful 

consideration, I decided to have a seafood rice bowl for lunch! 

After that, we went shopping and enjoyed a gourmet stroll, and it was a very satisfying day. 

     
 

  November 25th 『Flower arrangement Club demonstration 』  

 

The flower arrangement club also held a demonstration for the first time in three years. 

The student brought the work they arranged while watching the teacher's lecture to their classroom so that 

their class teacher and friends could see it. Since club activities were suspended due to the corona crisis, the 

school was brightened up with flowers for the first time in a while. 

  

 

  December 11th 『Japanese Speech Contest by Waseda University International Student 

Friendship Council 』  

 

In the "57th Japanese Speech Contest by International Students" sponsored by the Waseda University 

International Student Friendship Council (WIC) held at the Waseda University Okuma Memorial Hall, from our 

school II-A Class, Mr. WANG CHIN HUNG from Taiwan and H class Mr. KAO SHANG YU from Taiwan participated. 

Their classmates and homeroom teachers Irie and Aizawa rushed to cheer them on. 
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The state of the school is introduced on the 

following school facebook. Please take a look. 

https://www.facebook.com/tiujapanese 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● Schedule for January to March ● 

1/6    Beginning of class 

1/6～   Writing haiku poetry 

2/27     Speech contest 

2/28          Graduation exam 

  
3/10           Graduation ceremony 
3/15           March exam (except for graduate students) 
3/17           Classes end (current students) 

3/20～   Spring vacation 

http://www.facebook.com/tiujapanese/

